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Mission Statement
Our mission at Pflugerville Academic Center of Excellence is to provide a quality, accelerated education with a commitment to excellence by facilitating

academic and behavioral learning in a safe and nurturing environment. We will help foster independent self-learners and quality, self-governing citizens who
will function productively in their post high school lives. 

 

Vision
Our students are...

•     Productive citizens committed to the community.

•     Enthusiastic learners who practice continual self development.

•     Sensitive to others’ needs and feel safe, both physically and emotionally.

•     Applying and understanding technology.

•     Positive role models

•     Setting challenging personal goals to achieve their full potential.

•     Effective problem solvers and decision makers who communicate clearly and work well independently and as team members.

 

Core Beliefs
Education is the great equalizer – Dr. MLK Jr.
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Success in education is key. This cannot be optional. There are many barriers, challenges and distractions. Most learners are kinesthetic or visual. Most
teaching is auditory. Young learners are divergent thinkers. Most instruction is convergent thinking. We focus on differentiated instruction, so we can reach

many different learning styles, while teaching students to succeed in settings outside of their comfort zone. We also teach students to think.

 

One of the challenges that some of our students have is a poverty cycle. Without a quality education and training, they will be stuck in entry level jobs and
continue the cycle. We want to have each student ready for continuing their education at a University, Junior College, trade school as well as being ready for

a start in a career, skipping the entry level job.

 

Darkness can’t chase out darkness, only light can do that. Hate can’t chase out hate, only love can do that. - Dr. MLK Jr.

 

Punishment tells us what and where we can’t or shouldn't’t do or go. Inspiration shows us what and where we can or should do or go. Inspiration creates the
wonderful. I just don’t see how you can get to wonderful through punishment. We are in the pursuit of the wonderful. – Mike Harvey

 

I’m not saying that there is no need for punishment. When you need to tell a student that they shouldn't’t do something, then an appropriate consequence
in necessary. Just don’t expect them to all of the sudden find “the light”. Holding a grudge, holding love or a relationship hostage or making the

consequences more severe won’t get you there either. You will be frustrated and possibly unprofessional. Your next job after a consequence is to continue
inspiring the student.

There are an infinite number right and wonderful decisions, but there that many wrong or poor decisions. It is possible to have an infinite number of
punishments and still not get to a right or wonderful decision in your lifetime. It is like showing a student that there are an infinite number of doors. The

student starts opening them. Every time a wrong door is opened, then the student will get shocked. Imagine the frustration and the resentment that develops.
By inspiring, we open and show doors to right and wonderful decisions. If they live and feel the wonderful, they keep that forever. They can become

addicted to wonderful. Most importantly, by showing it to them, they know where to look in the future.

 

“If you treat an individual as he (she) is, he will remain how he (she) is. But if you treat him (her) as if he (she) were what he (she) ought to be and could be,
he (she) will become what he (she) ought to be and could be.”

― Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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Students learn compassion and understanding for others, while understanding that the world doesn’t revolve around themselves. We do not segregate
students in to superficial special groups and celebrate each group. We celebrate each individual student’s uniqueness and how we can all work together and

respect each other. The students work with special needs students, veterans, retired and the homeless. This also gives us a chance to catch students doing
something wonderful and praise them for it.

 

We are all dealing with something in our lives, even the staff. Yours is not better or worse than mine. Yours is yours and mine is mine. – PACE students

Don’t judge others by their struggles. Help them through it. This does mean that you have to be honest. It also means that at times that honesty my not be
what the other person wants to hear. If your friend is going to do something that is not in their best interest or in the best interest of others, a true friend will

disagree or intervene. If you are afraid of being a snitch or not holding them accountable, then you are part of the problem. Passively letting your friend
spiral out of control is not being supportive, it makes you the most dangerous person in your friend’s life.

 

Treat every student as much as possible as your own child. – Mike Harvey

A parent does not give up on their child every time the make a mistake. They take appropriate action to teach the child right from wrong. This is done with
love and the best intentions. A parent listens to their child to understand what they are dealing with, so the parent can use their experience and wisdom to

guide the child through their troubles and confusions.

 

If morays are sufficient, rules are not necessary – 8 th Habit

When people have responsible behavior, we don’t need to try to control them will rules. The stronger your character, the more freedom you experience.
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Performance Objectives

Goal 1: Each student will be fully prepared to reach his/her potential.

Performance Objective 1: Students will have clearer understanding of what is expected of them to be successful in a course.

Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: Student grades
Completion of learning guides

Summative Evaluation 1:

Performance Objective 2: Students will explore career opportunities in a job setting.

Evaluation Data Source(s) 2:

Summative Evaluation 2:

Goal 2: PfISD will attract, develop, and retain world class educators committed to serving each student.

Performance Objective 1: Build Staff Capacity to ensure continuity and continual growth in program

Evaluation Data Source(s) 1:

Summative Evaluation 1:

Goal 3: PfISD will develop and promote positive community relations through effective communication, the involvement of
stakeholders, and the establishment of business and community partnerships.

Performance Objective 1: Students will be motivated by learning of other people's success stories and knowledgeable regarding different occupations.

Evaluation Data Source(s) 1:

Summative Evaluation 1:

Goal 4: PfISD will support the District's vision and mission by supporting operations that are effective, efficient, and
accountable.
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Performance Objective 1: PACE will develop a written, detailed manual that outlines the key aspects of the program.

Evaluation Data Source(s) 1:

Summative Evaluation 1:

Goal 5: PfISD Learning Communities will provide a safe and nurturing school environment.

Performance Objective 1: Students will maintain a consistent focus on achieving goals, maintaining a supportive culture and an atmosphere of
successful behaviors. They will avoid drifting from mission and goals. Behavior focus is Discipline and Determination.

Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: Behavior data focusing on whether positive or negative behaviors increase or decrease though out the year.

Summative Evaluation 1:
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment

School Culture and Climate

School Culture and Climate Summary

Campus Culture is very important to PACE HS. We try to instill a culture of high expectations, morays and self-governance, instead of focusing on
compliance of rules. "When Morays are sufficient, rules are not necessary". This year, we had a student population that was younger and required more
behavior support than in the past. 

School Culture and Climate Strengths

Staff truly care about the students best interest and their success.

Teachers are trained and apply skills to coach and inspire students to be successful rather than punish them to success.

Staff applies reasonable consequences to deter negative behavior. 

Leadership classes help maintain a positive campus culture as well and motivate the students.

There is a culture of acceptance for other people's differences, while holding each other accountable to standards of behavior. "Judge a person by the content
of their character"

Problem Statements Identifying School Culture and Climate Needs

Problem Statement 1: We had an increase in negative behaviors Root Cause: An influx of new and younger than usual students with higher behavior needs,
strained our current practices.
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Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention

Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention Summary

In the past 8 years, we have had 6 District Teacher of the Year finalists, 1 District Teacher of the Year and 2 District Rookie Teachers of the Year. Our
teachers work very hard by having multiple subjects to prep for (usually 5-6 per semester). They do extra curricular activities after school and on weekends
without stipends (Spartan Runs, Pfun Run, Golden Gloves, Spartan Training). The work here is hard but rewarding. It requires a tremendous amount of
passion and energy. Most of the recent vacancies have occurred due to retirement, but there is the lure of fewer preps or upward movement to
administration. 

When PACE loses a teacher, we lose all of the experience and training the is specific to PACE. With a new teacher, we have to conduct the following
training:

- How to effectively work with the population at PACE,

- How to teach the curriculum effectively for PACE,

- How to create and maintain the proper culture

- How to teach a leadership class,

- How to plan, teach and assess for 5-6 different courses daily

It seems to take about 3 years for even an experienced teacher to be comfortable. 

Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention Strengths

In the past 8 years, we have had 6 District Teacher of the Year finalists, 1 District Teacher of the Year and 2 District Rookie Teachers of the Year.

We have a great culture and strong training program. 

Problem Statements Identifying Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention Needs

Problem Statement 1: When we lose a teacher, we lose so much experience and have to start over. We lose the entire department. Root Cause: There is no
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redundancy anywhere in the program. When we lose someone, we lose every bit of training and experience that was put in to that program.
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Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Summary

Everything we do instructionally will be focused on these core instructional goals.

Students will:

-          Think critically and problem solve

-          Articulate their thoughts through speaking and writing

-          Take ownership of their learning and measure it to the expected standard

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Strengths

We have strong instructional practices, content knowledge and standards. 

Problem Statements Identifying Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Needs

Problem Statement 1: Students still seem to be disconnected from their learning. Root Cause: There still is the culture among the students that focuses on
collecting point, instead of learning.
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Family and Community Involvement

Family and Community Involvement Summary

We have a speaker series that utilizes members of the community who come in and tell there success story or educate the students on different aspects of
their particular field of work. 

We put on festivals for special needs students, feed the homeless at the homeless kitchen in down town Austin, we work with retired and military. We
partner with local business to support our leadership classes as well as to sit on steering committees. 

Problem Statements Identifying Family and Community Involvement Needs

Problem Statement 1: Some of the partnerships seem to have plateaued. Root Cause: Lack of future goals and/or consistency.
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